Wish You Were Dead (Fiction - Young Adult)

Ill begin with Lucy. She is definitely first on the list. You cant believe how it feels to be in the
cafeteria and turn around and there she is staring at me like Im some disgusting bug or vermin.
Does she really think I WANT to be this way? I hate you, Lucy. I really hate you. You are my
#1 pick. I wish you were dead. The day after anonymous blogger Str-S-d wishes the popular
girl would die, Lucy vanishes. The students of Soundview High are scared and worried.
Especially frightened and wracked with guilt is Madison Archer, Lucys friend and the last
person to see her the night she disappeared. As days pass with no sign of the missing girl, even
the attention of Tyler, an attractive new student, is not enough to distract Madison from her
growing sense of foreboding. When two more popular students disappear after their names are
mentioned on Str-S-ds blog, the residents of Soundview panic. Meanwhile, Madison receives
anonymous notes warning that she could be next. Desperate to solve the mystery before
anyone else disappears, Madison turns to Tyler, but can she trust him when it becomes clear
that he knows more than hes sharing? The clock is ticking. Madison must uncover the truth
behind the mysterious disappearances ... before her name appears in Str-S-ds blog. In the spirit
of stories like I Know What You Did Last Summer, Todd Strasser updates the teen thriller for
the techno age with Wish You Were Dead.

The 37 best young adult books we ever read - Business Insider Books Young Adult Fiction
Wish You Were Dead . I wished Strasser had showed why the blogger wanted Lucy dead so I
could feel the same way. Because Wish You Were Dead Audiobook Todd Strasser Its the
good kind of whiplash, the pace you wish all books were written at. It is often simplistic, true,
but considering she writes YA fiction, thats unsurprising. : Wish You Were Dead (The
Thrillogy Wish You Were Italian has 1735 ratings and 277 reviews. And certainly not to sit
in art school the entire summer learning about dead guys paintings. .. I turn to fluffier YA
contemporary novels, and sometimes I hit the jackpot and end up Wish You Were Here by
Renee Carlino - Goodreads So when we were offered your novel, I Wish You Were Dead, for
review, . Jia is an avid reader who loves fantasy and young adult novels. Wish You Were Dead
by Todd Strasser Book - YA Books Central What is the first sentence of the book?, How
many blogs did Str-s-d write?, Who is PBleeker?, Who is Str-s-d?, Where did Madison
question PBleeker?, Wh But you should feel embarrassed when what youre reading was
written for children. There are endless lists of YA novels that adults should read, an “I read
the kind of endings that teenagers want to see, but which adult readers ought to married or
dead or happily grasping hands, looking to the future. Wish You Were Here by Stewart ONan
- Goodreads Wish You Were Here has 2124 ratings and 361 reviews. Now comes his finest
and most complete novel to date. Emily Maxwells husband, Henry, has been dead for a year
and Emily has decided to sell the familys cottage at Lake Chautauqua in upstate . A young girl
disappears from the local convenience store. Booktopia - Wish You Were Dead, Thrillogy
(Quality) by Todd Tag, Youre Dead by J.C. Lane - Goodreads Editorial Reviews. From
School Library Journal. Grade 9–11—When a high school student Carefully plotted, this
suspenseful novel blends the traditional with new tech details to successful end. Popular but
kind Madison Wish You Were Dead was a great suspenseful thriller for Young Adults. I was
hooked from the first : Wish You Were Dead (The Thrillogy) eBook: Todd My favorite
young adult book (that I actually still read even now) is . I was reading them, so I also kind of
read them as a fantasy ideal of . how her father died and who is out to sabotage her life and
livelihood. . If you want to see more from Insider Picks, were collecting emails for an
upcoming newsletter. Wish you were dead Todd Strasser. - NLB Wish you were dead Todd
Strasser. tries to uncover who is responsible for the disappearance of her friends, popular
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students mentioned Young adult fiction. The Best Young Adult Books of 2016 - The B&N
Teen Blog — The Toxic Characters in Young Adult Fiction Joni Richards Bodart. 1 I WISH
YOU WERE DEAD BY TODD STRASSER The novel is framed by posts on an Wish You
Were Here: Barbara Shoup: 9780738713557 - Wish You Were Dead (Thrillogy, #1), Blood
on My Hands (Thrillogy, #2), and Kill You Last (Thrillogy, #3) Wish You Were Dead Series
LibraryThing Buy a discounted Hardcover of Wish You Were Dead online from Australias
leading online bookstore. Adventure Stories for Children & Teenagers > Crime & Mystery
Fiction for Children & Teenagers Audience: Teenager / Young Adult Thrillogy Series by
Todd Strasser - Goodreads More than 75000 of you voted for your favorite young-adult
fiction. Here are the 100 best teen novels, chosen by the NPR audience. the winners, you
might want to look at this blog post, which describes the thinking behind the tough calls. .. In
the Old Kingdom, magic is real and the dead walk — and
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